states of the Soviet Union, and many from abroad. I have never had so
great an ovation in my life. Many young architects crowded around
Olgivanna, she who could speak to them, saying, 'We know your hus-
band's work so well, and we even knew his face before he got here/
The place resembled a convention hall electing a president. Again and
again I had to go back, the applause continuing until I reappeared to take
my seat beside Olgivanna in the box at one side when the entire audience
rose to its feet, turned our way with a new burst of applause. The Soviet
fliers had just won the plaudits of the whole world by reaching Seattle
across the North Pole. There was great excitement in Moscow—flares,
music and triumphal marching day and night.
ADDRESS TO THE CONGRESS OF ARCHITECTS
SOVIET RUSSIA
my dear. comrades: I have travelled across the frontiers of five nations,
from one great hope of the world, the U.S.A., to greet another great hope
of the world., the U.S.S.R. I find that I, your guest, could now go home
crossing but one, and that one the frontier of my own nation, And I can
return by travelling only one-third of the distance I travelled to get here,
The U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. are both moved into a central position
among the nations of the Northern Hemisphere by the supreme aviation
of the Soviet Union. Thanks to Science we are next-door neighbours. But
the Soviets are now to build fine buildings: a very different matter* A
great art. I am glad to be here because I am already familiar with your
struggle to find suitable architecture for your new Soviet life, I am sym-
pathetic because we of the new life of my own country, the U.S.A., were
ourselves where you stand now. We once had the great opportunity—'a
clean slate', as we say. We had to choose between crawling back into the
shell of an old culture or going bravely forward to the new one we needed
in order to become a strong new culture ourselves. In our new-found free-
dom we made the wrong choice. We chose the inferior path of the slave,
The rapid growth of Science, apparent success of mechanical appliances
and industrial technique, these achievements exploiting vast natural re-
sources gave us great wealth, suddenly. All these advances had so far out-
run our knowledge of the principles underlying the right practice of Art
that, needing Architecture as much as you do now, we freely plundered
such tombs of preceding civilizations as we liked, and foolishly built upon
forms we took from the bargain counter of dying or decayed cultures. So
today our official architecture is a disgrace to the name of freedom owing
to that ignorant licence.
Our official buildings only serve to betray by way of our commercial
vanity our significant triumphs in the realms of Industry and Science. As it
is elsewhere in the world, only now are genuine architectural forms suited
to our new life breaking through. We see them, if we look for them,
among-these stage settings with which we ignorantly sought to camou*-
otir lack of growth from within: the growth that alone is worthy to

